Introduction.
A basis (x,-, /»•) for a Banach space A having the property that 0<infi||x,|| gsup»||xt-|J < + oo is said to be
(1) of type P [4] provided sup"|f Z"=i *»|| < + °°.
(2) of type P* [4] provided sup"|| Z"-i/.-|| < + «, ( 3) of type swc0 [2] if the sequence {xn} has a subsequence {xni} weakly convergent to zero.
(4) of type (swc0)* [2] if the sequence {fn} in A* is of type swc0. Foias and Singer [2] have asked the following questions: (QI) If (xi) is a basis for a Banach space X such that 0 is not a weak limit point of the set {x;}, must there exist an fin X* for which |/( The purpose of this paper is to give a negative answer to (QI) and affirmative answers to (Q2)-(Q4).
The question (QI)
. We will need the following notion of "block perturbation basis" introduced by Pelczyriski and Singer [3] .
(2.1) Definition [3] . Let (wi) be a basis for a Banach space E such that infj||wi|| >0. A block perturbation of (wi) is any sequence Since the sequence (an) is dense in [ -1, l], one of these two numbers is zero (for each fixed (p., X)).
Thus 0 is not a weak limit point of the basis (z,) and there does not exist an fE(c®c)* for which |/(z,)| =^1 for all i. Therefore (Ql) is answered negatively.
Note. Since c®c = Co®Co = c0, the basis constructed in this example may be chosen in the "nice" space c0. The " = " here meaning "is linear homeomorphic to."
The question (Q2).
Using the "perturbation theorem" (2.2), we will construct a basis (xit x*) having the property that (x,) is of type P and (x*) is similar to a basis for L1 [0, l]. It then follows that A^Oi l] has a basis of type P* [4] , and hence a basis of typeP [4] .
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where (x*) is the sequence of coefficient functionals associated with (4.2) Proposition. Let X be a Banach space with a basis in which weak and norm convergence are not equivalent. Then X has a basis of type swc0.
Proof. Since weak and norm convergence are not equivalent there exists a sequence (wf) in X which is weakly convergent to zero but for which inf;||w;|| >0.
Let (x^ be a basis for X. By a theorem of Bessaga and Pelczynski [l ] there is a subsequence (wnk) which is a basic sequence in X similar to a block basic sequence (y*)"-i = (E<^»+i a>xi)t=u where pi = 0 and (p.)i™2 is an increasing sequence of positive integers. It follows that (yk) is weakly convergent to zero. By Zippin's Lemma (4.1) there exists a basis (z.) for X such that zPk+1=yk. Since (yk) converges weakly to zero, the basis (z,-) is clearly of type swc".
The following corollary to (4.1) answers (Q3). 
